Watch the video and answer the questions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcyXMLz3fK0

1. What’s the date of the celebration?

2. What’s the name of the character celebrated on this day?

3. What did he want to do?

4. Vocabulary: match the words and the pictures.

5. The traditions today: circle the right answers

They make bonfires across Britain / people wear costumes / they cook jacket potatoes or toffee apples / they meet their friends / they see big fireworks displays outside / they eat pizza / ragdoll guys are burnt in the bonfires / there are parties in town followed by a torchlit procession followed by a band / they ask for sweets

6. Listen and learn this:

Remember, remember,
The fifth of November,
Gunpowder, treason and plot.
We see no reason why
Gunpowder treason
Should ever be forgot
7. **The history of Guy Fawkes.**

In 1605, .................................................. planned to kill ........................................... by blowing up the .......................................... because he was unhappy with the way he and all Catholics were treated by the king. He put 36 barrels with gunpowder in a cellar under the Parliament.

It was called the .............................................................. He failed so now to mark the event, people put ragdoll guys into the .................................................. It’s a great ............................................................... !!!

8. **Figures : can you complete these figures after watching the video ? then write them in full letters.**

Winchester attracts more than .................................................. people every year for this occasion.

........................................ years ago, the plan to kill the king was made.

The party starts at ........................................ pm.

There are .......................................... volunteers involved in Winchester plus .......................................... of people.

.................................................. fireworks are set off.

9. **Fireworks are very noisy ! What do the they do ? write all the verbs mentioned.**

Fireworks create different effects: some ........................................ and ..................................................

Others ................................................, ................................................ or ........................................

Use a dictionary to find the meaning of these verbs.

10. **What do people think of this night ? write all the expressions !**